Good Enough Dependability: A new paradigm for building dependable systems
As computer systems become more and more entrenched in our society, ensuring their
dependability is paramount to our overall well being. However, ensuring the dependability of
complex, real-world systems is challenging. Dependability is often treated as an “all-or-nothing”
proposition, with current techniques seeking to provide complete coverage. This proposition leads
to high protection overheads in performance or power consumption. In contrast, my research
proposes the idea of “good enough dependability”, where dependability is achieved in an
incremental and on-demand manner, subject to performance and power overhead bounds. The
key innovation is to identify the most important errors or security vulnerabilities in a system, and
to selectively target them to achieve dependability at low performance and power overheads.
The foundations of the good-enough dependability approach were laid in my PhD dissertation at
the University of Illinois (UIUC), where I explored application-level techniques for targeted
protection from soft (hardware) errors. My work showed that by leveraging the properties of the
software application, one can achieve nearly the same coverage as all-or-nothing techniques such
as full duplication for a small fraction of the overhead [1][2][3]. This approach has led to much
follow-up work in the dependability community, such as SWAT [4] (UIUC) and Shoestring [5]
(U. Michigan). Based on my thesis work, I was awarded the William Carter award by the IEEE
Technical Committee on Fault-tolerant Computing (TC-FTC), and the IFIP Working Group on
Dependability (WG 10.4), which is the most prestigious award in the field of dependable
computing for PhD students. My research was also integrated into the Trusted Illiac cluster
prototype at Illinois, which uses reconfigurable logic for runtime error and attack detection [6].
After my PhD, I spent a year as a post-doctoral researcher at Microsoft Research. While there, I
initiated and led the Flikker project, which aims to save energy in mobile computing systems by
deliberately lowering DRAM refresh frequency, and partitioning application data into critical and
non-critical to tolerate the resulting errors. Flikker [7] was one of the first papers in the field of
what is now known as approximate computing, and has spawned off numerous follow-up work
such as the EnerJ project (at UW) [8] and Rely (at MIT) [9]. Flikker showed that it was possible
to achieve significant energy savings by exposing hardware errors to the application, and
selectively tolerating the most important errors by using programmer supplied annotations.
Flikker thus established the feasibility and promise of the good-enough dependability approach.
Since joining UBC in 2010 as an assistant professor, I have pushed the boundaries of the good
enough dependability paradigm in three different areas: (1) Software approaches for building
applications that are resilient to hardware faults, (2) Security of smart, resource-constrained,
embedded devices, and (3) Software bugs in JavaScript-enabled web applications and their
mitigation. These represent three different areas with widely different requirements and
constraints, thus showing the versatility of the good enough dependability paradigm. I have also
collaborated closely with and received funding from industry to transition my research into realworld systems. I detail the three directions below, followed by future work.
Direction 1: Software Approaches for Building Error-Resilient Applications
Hardware errors have become more prevalent in recent times due to the effects of technology
scaling. It is projected that hardware error rates will continue to increase due to shrinking feature
sizes, increasing manufacturing violations and temperature hotspots. Along with my students and
colleagues at UBC, I have developed novel techniques to tolerate hardware errors in software.
The main rationale is that only a small fraction of hardware faults propagate up the system stack
and cause the application to fail catastrophically, and hence only these faults need to be tolerated.
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Our main observation is that there is a strong correlation between the program-level features of
application data (e.g., its backward dependencies), and the propensity of data to result in a Silent
Data Corruption (SDC) if corrupted. SDCs represent incorrect application outputs and are often
the most insidious failure type – therefore, we focus on SDCs. My research uses static and
dynamic analysis to identify SDC-causing application data, and selectively protect the data,
without requiring the programmer to provide annotations/directives. We have demonstrated that
for a given overhead bound specified by the user, our techniques can achieve significantly higher
coverage than duplication-based techniques in a wide variety of settings [10][11][12][13][14].
This work has been published in venues such as the IEEE/IFIP International Conference on
Dependable Systems and Networks (DSN), the premier venue for work in the dependability area.
These projects have been carried out in collaboration with companies such as IBM T.J Watson
Research Center, AMD Research, and Cisco Systems. We have also developed a number of
software artifacts for dependability evaluation (i.e., fault injection) such as LLFI [15] and GPUQin [16] that we have distributed as open-source software. These have been widely used by
researchers in academia (e.g., MIT, Georgia Tech), industry (e.g., AMD, Cisco, IBM and Nvidia)
and national labs (e.g., Los Alamos National Labs, Pacific Northwestern National Labs).
Direction 2: Low-Overhead Security for Smart, Embedded Devices
A multitude of smart devices such as thermostats and smart meters are being connected to
external networks via the Internet, a phenomenon known as the Internet of Things (IoT). While
this interconnectedness provides enhanced functionality to the end user, it makes the devices
much more vulnerable to security attacks. The pervasiveness of smart devices, and their limited
memory and computing capacity, make them challenging to protect from attacks. Further, the
scale of deployment of these devices makes it necessary to keep protection costs low.
In this line of work, we apply the good enough dependability paradigm to protect the most
security-critical data in smart devices, and to detect the most severe security attacks. Our goal is
to achieve cost-effective protection without any hardware modifications. To this end, we
statically (1) identify the program state that an attacker is likely to target, and selectively protect
the state, (2) identify the transitions between different states of the software, and ensure that the
runtime execution of the system corresponds to its state transition graph. Both of these steps are
carried out using an automated compiler-based analysis, with only high-level intervention from
programmers. We have demonstrated these ideas in the context of a smart meter (for power
grids), and have shown that the techniques incur low performance overheads, while providing
sufficiently high coverage for the most critical security attacks.
I started this line of work when I was at MSR, along with colleagues from Princeton University
and MSR. Since joining UBC, I have continued working on this direction with my PhD students.
This work has been published at conferences such as Computer Security Foundations (CSF),
2011 [16], and the European Dependable Computing Conference (EDCC), 2015 [18]. The former
paper was invited as one of the best papers at the conference to a special issue of a journal of
computer security (JCS) [19] (one of five papers), while the latter paper was awarded a
distinguished paper award at the conference (one of three papers). We are exploring commercial
adoption of this work in partnership with some Vancouver-based companies.
Direction 3: Java-script Based Web Applications’ Reliability
Modern web applications have become pervasive and are fast replacing traditional desktop
applications. This is because they are extremely interactive with rich media content, and can
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emulate the look and feel of many native applications, while avoiding the hassles of installation
and maintenance. This interactivity is achieved by the use of client-side code written primarily in
the JavaScript programming language, which is interpreted and executed within the web browser.
JavaScript is a loosely typed, highly dynamic language, which places few restrictions on what
programs can do. As a result, programs written in JavaScript are believed to be highly error
prone, and there has been significant effort on designing alternatives to the JavaScript language
e.g., DART from Google, TypeScript from Microsoft, and Flow from Facebook.
Together with my students and colleagues, I performed one of the first empirical studies on
understanding the sources of errors in real-world JavaScript-based web applications [20]. Our
study found that most errors actually do not have any effect on the application, and applications
continue to execute satisfactorily despite encountering exceptions. Further, we found that most of
the errors that matter for the application’s correctness have to do with its interaction with the
Document Object Model (DOM), a hierarchical and dynamic structure that is updated by the
application to make changes in the displayed webpage [21]. Our study also found that DOMrelated JavaScript errors take longer for developers to localize and fix. Our work thus overturns
the popular notion that errors in web applications are due to the nature of the JavaScript language,
and hence techniques that aim to replace or enhance JavaScript alone will not solve the problem.
In this work too, I applied the good enough dependability paradigm to selectively focus on DOMrelated errors in web applications. Together with my students, I have built systems that can detect,
localize, and repair DOM-related errors in web applications automatically [22][23][24]. We have
also developed tools for programmers to better understand [25][26] and test web applications
[27][28], as well methodologies for writing programs to avoid DOM-related JavaScript errors
[29][30]. These papers have been published in conferences such as the IEEE/ACM International
Conference on Software Engineering (ICSE), the premier-most venue for software engineering
research. One of our papers at this conference received the ACM Distinguished paper award, an
honour given to only nine of more than 500 submissions. We have also received a best paper
nomination and a best paper runner up award at the IEEE International Conference on Software
Testing (ICST). This research has been supported by companies such as Intel, Microsoft Research
and SAP, and we are working with them to transition our research prototypes into their products.
Future Work
I believe the future will be shaped by the advent of massive amounts of computing, often in
energy constrained, unreliable and insecure environments. Under such conditions, reliability,
security and energy-efficiency become extremely important. In the future, I plan to extend the
good enough dependability paradigm in three directions outlined below.
1. Dependability for cloud computing: Along with my students and collaborators, I recently
studied failures in cloud computing clusters using the publicly available Google cluster workload
traces. Our study, which was the first of its kind on public cloud data, found that failures in cloud
applications exhibit regular patterns, and hence it is possible to predict the occurrence of failures
much earlier to take corrective actions [31]. We further showed that it is possible to achieve
significant resource savings through failure prediction for cloud jobs [32]. Going forward, I
would like to explore failure mitigation strategies in the cloud through the good enough
paradigm. For example, if we know that certain kinds of jobs are more prone to failures than
others, perhaps we can execute them with increased error checking or monitoring to detect
failures early. Another interesting direction would be to selectively duplicate the most failure
prone jobs in the cloud to ensure that they complete, at the cost of higher resource utilization.
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2. Formal foundations: I also plan to explore the formal foundations of the good enough
dependability approach, and demonstrate that “good enough” systems can satisfy formal
invariants. I have made forays in this direction in my DSN’08 paper where we used model
checking to verify programs in the presence of soft errors [3], and in my CSF’11 paper where we
used Hoare logic and theorem-proving to verify the security provided by the selective protection
approach [17]. However, there is currently no unified approach to formally proving the adequacy
of the protection provided by the good enough dependability paradigm for a wide variety of
reliability and security issues. Such an approach will require fundamental innovations in both
formal methods and computer systems design - I plan to explore both these directions.
3. Evolutionary Approaches: So far, my research has used deterministic approaches for
applying the good enough paradigm to systems. For example, we use either automated techniques
such as static and dynamic analysis (for reliability), or programmer-supplied annotations (for
security) to designate which parts of an application need to be protected. In the future, I plan to
leverage evolutionary approaches such as genetic programming to make these decisions based on
the system’s environment and conditions. For example, the same software system may have very
different dependability requirements when deployed on space missions (where soft error rates are
much higher) compared to terrestrial deployments. Using genetic programming, one can evolve
the system towards an optimal state of resilience depending on the environment it is deployed in.
Recent work has shown the feasibility of using evolutionary approaches for patching software
bugs automatically [33][34]. However, there is no holistic method today to provide end-to-end
system resilience from both hardware and software faults – this will be my research focus. I
believe this is the future of computing and I would like to shape it through my research.
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